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A family of Johann configuration curved crystal spectrometers has been designed to share the basic
engineering features of compactness, modularity, facility of alignment and focus, and incorporation
of solid-state charge coupled device detector arrays. These detectors have intrinsically low noise,
useful energy resolution, two-dimensional position sensitivity, and readout modes that are
programmable. The spectrometers, although relatively compact, with a Rowland circle diameter in
the range 0.5–2 m, can still have sufficient resolving power, dispersion, and throughput to be
invaluable in high resolution studies of atomic and plasma sources. This article discusses the basic
design features and performance of these doubly dispersive spectrometers and illustrates their
versatility by applications to studies of a wide range of laboratory x-ray sources such as line
emission from highly ionized atoms in the extended plasmas of Tokamaks and nearly point plasmas
produced by focused laser irradiation of solids and in beam-foil experiments and electron beam ion
traps. © 2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1533105#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The desirable requirements for x-ray spectrometers u
in controlled fusion, mainly Tokamak, research have be
outlined by Källne and Källne1 who also summarize the ac
tivity in this field before their publication~1987!. Until this
date, electronic readout of the spectrum used gas-flow
portional counters, with~‘‘pixel’’ ! spatial resolution>150
mm. In order to maintain a high resolving power>5000 the
spectrometers were large, typically with a Rowland cir
diameter of several meters,2,3 sometimes 10’s of meters.4 The
crystal optic was usually configured to be cylindrical using
four-pillar bending jig, although more inventive metho
have been shown to be advantageous. These include th
of differential gas pressure to contour the crystal onto

a!Author to whom correspondence should be addressed; UKA
EURATOM Fusion Association, Culham Science Center, Abingdon, O
fordshire, OX14 3DB, UK; electronic mail: nicol.peacock@ukaea.org.u
2380034-6748/2003/74(4)/2388/21/$20.00
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former,5 or even bending the crystal orthogonal to the disp
sion plane as in the von Ha´mos mode.6 The use of double
reflection flat crystals7 have also been employed in th
~1,21! mode though, in principle, the high resolution~1,11!
mode could have been accessed but at the expense of b
width.

At the time of the Ka¨llnes’ review ~1987!, charge
coupled device~CCD! x-ray detectors were being develope
mainly for astrophysical studies. The use of CCDs for dir
detection of x rays from laboratory sources, however,
some advantages over more conventional detectors suc
gas-flow proportional counters, scintillation converters, m
crochannel plates, and other solid-state devices. The C
array is close to the ideal as a two-dimensional~2D!
position-sensitive energy-dispersive soft x-ray detector,
has high resolution applications when used in combinat
with a crystal spectrometer. The spatial resolution, typica
25 mm, and negligible spatial linearity error are combin

/
-

8 © 2003 American Institute of Physics
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2389Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 74, No. 4, April 2003 Crystal spectrometer with x-ray CCD
with high dynamic range and good intensity linearity. T
detector resolution in the case of the CCD offers an impro
ment of about 1 order of magnitude over conventional m
tiwire proportional counters. Spectrometers based on C
detectors can therefore be more compact, maneuverable
versatile in their range of applications. This can be appre
ated, as shown schematically in Fig. 1, from the linear d
persion along a detector plane tangent to the Rowland c
with a diffractor bent to a radius of curvatureR, in the Jo-
hann optics mode, viz.

D5
dl

dx
5

2d cosu

R
,

where the other symbols have the conventional meanin
in the Bragg relation. The detector-limited resolving pow
can then be expressed as

l

dl
5

R

dx
tanu,

wheredx is measured along the detector tangent and is l
ited by the detector resolution. For a chosen crystal, fi
resolving power and wavelengthl thenR/dx is a constant.
The foregoing assumes thatdu is purely a geometric propert
of the Rowland circle. In factdu is a complicated function o
the crystal diffraction profile, which ultimately sets the r
solving power, as well as other factors due to the finite
mensions of the crystal and the detector in the Johann
figuration and errors due to crystal bending and the quality
the x-ray focus. These limitations8,9 on the overall resolution
of the present spectrometer are discussed later in the ar

The presently achievable~standard electrode! and pro-
jected ~open electrode! quantum efficiency of CCD
detectors10 is shown in Fig. 2. Typically, the efficiency i
between about 20% and 80% in the energy range from 0.
12 keV, and single photons can be detected with an en
resolution of about 150 eV. A wide range of 1D and 2
readout modes can be accessed, using appropriate sof
options to read out the x-ray signal electronically in a mo

FIG. 1. Johann optical configuration with flat detector plate tangential to
Rowland circle.
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designed to optimize the information from the source. A
secondary advantage, there is no need either for high vol
or high vacuum. The requirement for the array to be coo
below about230 °C, to reduce dark current, is achievab
relatively simply, either with liquid nitrogen or thermoelec
trically.

The instrument described here has been designed t
sufficiently versatile and portable for use on any of a wi
range of plasma, ion-beam, electron-beam, and synchro
experiments. In most such experiments there is a nee
measure absolute and relative wavelengths, line profiles,
lineshifts: features which demand high resolving power a
stability. The design aim was for a spectrometer giving
cess to a wide range of Bragg angles and crystal fo
lengths without compromising the mechanical stability b
tween the crystal and the detector. By using the Rowla
circle radius as a free parameter, the resolving power nee
limited only by the crystal. The large area CCD detec
provides an almost ideal complement to its optical charac
istics.

The CCD spectrometer, as presently used, has under
several design modifications during its development, parti
larly to the crystal holder and to the detector. Early expe
ments on point sources such beam-foil and laser-produ
plasma sources used x-ray film recording, wh
experiments8,11 on the feasibility of using a standard un
cooled video readout CCD for plasma x-ray spectrosco
were carried out on DITE12 ~Divertor Injection Tokamak Ex-
periment!. These early experiments have led to the use
custom-designed, large area, cooled CCDs which have
found application to the study of the x-ray spectra fro
JET13 ~Joint European Torus! and the Oxford electron beam
ion trap ~EBIT!.14

II. INSTRUMENT DESIGN

Considerations of diverse diffractor use, high resolutio
and high light collection, with an F/no.5W/R, whereW is
the illuminated width of the crystal, favor the Johann optic15

e
FIG. 2. Quantum efficiency of CCD detectors using high resistivity silic
but with differing electrode structures and electrode materials~poly-silicon!,
allowing access to lower photon energy~0.1–1.0 keV! ~see Ref. 10!.
icense or copyright; see http://rsi.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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2390 Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 74, No. 4, April 2003 Barnsley et al.
as the preferred crystal configuration. In this system, adop
here, the cylindrical crystal is bent to a radiusR52r and is
tangent to the Rowland circleRCat only one point, the crys
tal pole. Sources either on the Rowland circle or projectio
of sources through it will be reflected at the appropri
Bragg angle from the illuminated crystal area and focused
the Roland circle, radiusr, on the opposite side of pole a
indicated in Fig. 3. As illustrated in Fig. 4, the physical si
of the source largely determines its location relative to
dispersion element and this is the main factor in optimiz
the waveband, Sec. II D. A position-sensitive detector, t
gential toRC at xo , Fig. 1, is needed to record the focus
spectrum.

FIG. 3. The Johann curved crystal spectrometer.

FIG. 4. Optimization of the wave band for different source geometries.
spatial extentx defines the wave band of the diffuse sourceA locatedR sinu
from the crystal. In order to achieve a useful bandwidth with a point sou
B is located inside the Rowland circle.
Downloaded 03 Oct 2012 to 194.81.223.66. Redistribution subject to AIP l
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The spectrometer was originally designed for a viewi
port on the DITE Tokamak where the access was very
stricted. Use of an all-encompassing vacuum chamber c
taining an independent spectrometer structure capable o
cessing all reasonable Bragg angles had already b
developed and used on DITE but this earlier instrument16,17

was not portable and was restricted toRC radii of r
<0.25 m with consequential bending aberrations.

The salient feature in the design of the present spectr
eter is the high stability and versatility achieved by mounti
the dispersion arm connecting the crystal and detector
single rigid beam or ‘‘Rowland chord’’ as illustrated in Fig
5. This provides a reference axis for all the critical alig
ments of Rowland circle geometry. The chord length can
varied upwards from about 0.2 m to at least 5 m so as
meet two requirements: first, to adjust the resolving powe
this is aberration or detector limited and second, to match
source to the required range of Bragg angles, i.e., to the b
pass. At the longer focal lengths, the central section of
chord can be extended by a rigid tube, which also serve
part of the vacuum chamber. The detector–crystal assem
is mounted to the crystal chamber via a flexible bellow
which allows the 2u angle to be adjusted, while isolating th
fixed chord from most of the stresses which would tend
distort the optical axis.

The flexibility of the spectrometer is illustrated in Fig.
by the diverse arrangements for viewing a Tokamak plas
The diffraction arm of the spectrometer, Fig. 5, the port

e

e,

FIG. 5. ~Color! A schematic diagram~bottom! of the dispersion arm of the
Johann spectrometer with the main components illustrated in the disas
bly ~top!.
icense or copyright; see http://rsi.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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2391Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 74, No. 4, April 2003 Crystal spectrometer with x-ray CCD
crystal chamber, and the input arm are component part
the overall vacuum system shown in Fig. 6.

The crystal chamber itself consists of a cylinder, 250 m
in diameter, with diametrically opposite, 100 mm diam por
These ports define the input line-of-sight~LOS!. The diffrac-
tion arm can be coupled to either of two ports, 150 mm
diameter, which are set at 10° and 30° to the orthogona
the LOS and on the same side of the orthogonal. This im
diately gives optional values for the ‘‘inclusive angle’’w be-
tween the input arm and the diffraction chord ofw560°,
80°, 100°, and 120°, yielding Bragg angles, depending on
orientation of the chamber, ofuB530°, 40°, 50°, and 60°
whereuB5(180°2w)/2. The chamber is built from quickly
demountable lightweight~ISO! clamp flanges. At each o
these four possible central Bragg angles, rotation about
bellows section allows a66° Bragg angle range to be ac
cessed, giving a total continuous accessible Bragg a
ranging from 24° to 66°, with overlap between each config
ration. The detector is mounted, via a 1 arcmin Vernier rotary
table, to a translation stage. This translation stage is l
enough to vary the Rowland chord such that a66° Bragg
angle range can be accessed without refocusing the cry

The crystal chamber is evacuated by a turbomolec
pump bolted to the unused, 150 mm diam port as in Fig
The sight-line to the Tokamak is pumped separately and
lated from the spectrometer by an unsupported 2mm Mylar
window for a waveband<10 Å and a 1mm polypropylene
window for a waveband>10 Å. Under typical conditions
the sight-line pressure is 1028 Torr and spectrometer cham
ber pressure is 1026 Torr.

B. Crystal bending jig

The four-pillar crystal bending configuration adopted f
the present spectrometer follows the well-established p

FIG. 6. Vertical and horizontal viewing configurations used on the DI
tokamak.
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tice of imposing a cylindrical shape of arbitrary radius on t
dispersion element. The crystal jig is mounted, via a 1 arc-
min Vernier rotary table, to a two-axis tilt stage that allow
small adjustments about the two orthogonal axes perpend
lar to the Bragg angle axis. The detailed design of the be
ing jig,8,18 which evolved during an extended program
Tokamak and laser–plasma studies, exhibits some feat
such as the use of flexures to transfer the loads to the cry
from adjusting micrometers. The use of flexures in the des
of the Mark III version, shown in Fig. 7, means that th
functions of support and adjustment can be separated an
number of adjusting screws reduced to five. In essence
jig consists of a main massive back body to which is bol
a front clamp face supporting the inner rollers against
illuminated face of the crystal. The single, front microme
corrects for any residual twist in the front plate by setti
both front rollers in the same plane. Once this is set, focus
can take place using the four micrometers and rollers bea
on the back surface of the crystal. This is achieved b
process of iteration using the optical methods described
low. Crystals of size up to 10033030.5 mm3 can be bent to
a wide range of focal lengths in the range;0.4⇔;3 m.
Details of the materials and tolerances used in the const
tion of the jig are given in Dunn’s thesis.8 Tests of the dif-
ferential movements of the rollers due to temperature exc
sions indicated that changes in the crystal curvature
limited to less than 0.5 mm/°C without loss of focus quali
Thermal stability of the jig was demonstrated during bea

FIG. 7. ~Color! Flexure principle of the crystal bending jig~bottom! and
photograph of the crystal holder assembly~top!.
icense or copyright; see http://rsi.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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2392 Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 74, No. 4, April 2003 Barnsley et al.
foil experiments19 of NeX Ly-a using a KAP~002! diffractor
with a resolving power of 73103 and integration times o
typically 30 h.

C. Focusing and alignment

The crystal is focused and aligned with visible ligh
using standard optical components mounted on an op
table as illustrated in Fig. 8. The diameter and focus of
Rowland circle are set by triangulation of the source a
entrance slit width, the pole of the crystal, and the focu
image. A tungsten lamp is used, with a color filter, usua
orange or green, to provide a quasimonochromatic li
source. This eliminates the confusing multicolored fringes
the image of the source slit, which result from diffraction
the crystal aperture. When adjusting to a curvature.0.5 m
radius it is convenient to introduce a reflecting metrology
into the optical path so that the reflected image is view
within adjusting distance of the bending jig.

In practice it is normal to start with a wide entrance s
;1 mm which, as the focus is improved, is reduced progr
sively to ;10 mm when the main feature at the eyepiece
the image of the slit convolved with its Fraunhofer diffra
tion pattern. The sharpness of the image is measurably
proved by exclusion of the crystal region in proximity to th
front rollers. The width of the central Fraunhofer fringev
depends on the aperture of the crystal illuminatedW, the
wavelengthl, and the crystal to the observation plane d
tanced, viz.

v5
0.886dl

W
.

Separation of thenth minima is given by

Sn5
2ndl

W
,

which immediately leads to a useful expression forv
50.443S1 in terms ofS1 , the separation of the first minim
in the Fraunhofer diffraction pattern. While Fraunhofer d
fraction limits the sharpness of the image, examination of

FIG. 8. A schematic diagram of the crystal focusing arrangement u
visible light.
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pattern itself, Fig. 9 can be used to check on the image q
ity. The exposure leading to the Fraunhofer pattern has b
measured on a logarithmic scale using a calibrated ph
graphic emulsion, simply by replacing the eyepiece, Fig.
by a 35 mm format camera body. Densitometry of the spa
intensity of the fringe pattern, Fig. 9, shows good agreeme8

with the theoretical diffraction pattern and indicates an op
cal focus of the crystal which is correct to 1 part in 50 00

Alignment of the crystal to the correct Bragg angle
registered on the rotation Vernier is effected first by sup
imposing cross wires defining the crystal pole with pinho
projected images of cross wires which define the image at
film holder. This is followed by juxtaposition of the imag
cross wires and its reflection from the crystal as the Vern
is turned through 90°2uB , where uB is the Bragg angle.
Using the present Vernier rotation stage, Bragg angles ca
set absolutely to61 arcmin corresponding to an inhere
absolute wavelength calibrationl/dl52000→5000. Of
course, these procedures involve only visible optics and
face reflections while the true test of the focus and resolv
power involves x-ray diffraction.

For the crystals used to date and at the resolving pow
l/dl<104 as used in these studies, no correction has b
found necessary for any offset between the optical surf
and the diffracting planes. In practice, the recorded x-
spectra often include, or can be superimposed on line
tures whose absolute wavelengths are sufficiently w
known to be regarded as standards and from which the w
lengths of neighboring line features are readily ascertain

D. Dispersion and bandwidth in Johann configuration

The Bragg relation for diffracted rays along the foc
plane tangent, at a distancedx from the fiducial positionxo ,
Fig. 1, is given by

l52d sin~u1dx/R!,

gFIG. 9. Results of a calibrated densitometer trace of the optical focu
FWHM of 30 mm over 1 m radius is typical. Photographic density has be
converted to light intensity in this illustration. The spatial intensity distrib
tion is close to the theoretical single slit Fraunhofer diffraction pattern.
icense or copyright; see http://rsi.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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2393Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 74, No. 4, April 2003 Crystal spectrometer with x-ray CCD
whereuo is the Bragg angle corresponding toxo . The dis-
persion relation is given by

du5tan21S dx sinu8

R sin01du cosu D ,

whereu8 is the angle between the tangent plane and diffr
tion chordR sinuo . The convention is adopted wheredx is
positive if it is on the long wavelength side ofxo and nega-
tive on the short wavelength side.

A sample spectrum in the spectral region 6.6–7.2 Å, F
10, from ions of intrinsic magnesium, silicon impurities, a
laser-ablated aluminum in the DITE Tokamak, is analyzed
some detail to verify the above expression for the spectr
eter dispersion. The resolved linesl1→l7 as well as some
adjacent unresolved lines are assigned wavelengths
Drake,20 Mohr,21 and Garcia and Mack.22

The line positions, shown in Table I, were measured
film with a digitized plate reader whose readout accurac
65 mm. The position of the centroid of the strongest lin
approach this tolerance while weaker lines such asl5 are
measured with a tolerance not exceeding620 mm. The line

FIG. 10. Spectrum in the 6.6↔7.2 Å wave band emitted from the DITE
Tokamak recorded on film using an ADP crystal bent to a radius of 1
mm. The spectrum consists of lines from intrinsic impurity ions of MgXII ,
Si XIII , and of AlXII , Al XIII ions produced by laser ablation. The theoretic
wavelengths are compared with the values calculated from the dispe
equation in Table II.
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centroids shown in column 4 have wavelengths which dif
slightly from the theoretical values due to adjustments for
intensities of weaker line blends.8

Most of the spectrometer parameters needed in the
persion relation were determined during the alignment p
cedure. These include the Roland circle diameter 2r 5R
5120061 mm, the Bragg angleuo540.5°, and the detecto
angle tangent toRC, u8540.5°. These two angles should b
identical to within 1 or 2 arcmin, but they are independe
variables and have a different effect on the dispersion fu
tion. A literature search for the 2d lattice spacing for the
synthetic, inorganic crystal used, ADP~101!, reveals pub-
lished values differing by as much as 1 in 500, ostensibly
large a variation for checking the dispersion accuracy. T
refractive index correction to the Bragg equation, viz.

nl52dF12S 2d

n D 2 d

l2G .sinu

has also to be considered.
The five parametersR, uo , u8, 2d, and the refractive

index correctiond/l252.461026 Å 22, as used in the dis-
persion relation, have been optimized using a least squ
method to give a best fit to the theoretical wavelengths. Ta
II shows the wavelengths,l1, . . . ,l7, columns 2 and 3, de
rived from the dispersion relation using both the optimiz
spectrometer parameters defined in column 1 and their
spective measured line positions from Table I. The symboF
represents a fixed parameter. This analysis leads to s
pertinent observations,8 viz.

~i! the mean wavelength discrepancy from theory isdl
50.17 mÅ, about 25 ppm.

~ii ! The 2d spacing, when allowed to vary, consistent
gives a value of approximately 10.66 Å. When he
fixed at a mean value of 2d510.6402 Å suggested in
the literature, no minimum in the fitting errors cou
be found and the resultant wavelength discrepanc
about 2 orders of magnitude higher than~i!.

~iii ! A tolerance of 610% in d/l2 introduces a small
change of60.015 mÅ or about 2 ppm in the wave
lengths predicted by the dispersion relation.

0

on
(bl)

TABLE I. Theoretical wavelengths and corresponding measured line positions for DITE No. 20.~Note: the
superscripts in column 3 are the references numbers to the theoretical wavelengths. The notation1 – 4

indicates where the line centroids in column 4 have been adjusted for line blends.a!

Line Identification Wavelength~Å! Wavelength~Å! Position dx ~mm!

l1 Al XII 1s2 1S0– 1s3p 1P1
206.634 76 6.634 76 241.020 60.007

Al XII 1s2 1S0– 1s3p 3P1
206.644 68(bl)1

l2 Si XIII 1s2 1S0– 1s2p 1P1
206.647 95(bl)1 6.647 95 239.270 60.005

Si XIII 1s2 1S0– 1s2p 3P2
206.684 99(bl)2

l3 Si XIII 1s2 1S0– 1s2p 3P1
206.688 19(bl)2 6.688 19 233.834 60.011

Mg XII 1s 2S1/2– 4p 2P3/2
226.737 75(bl)3

Mg XII 1s 2S1/2– 4p 2P1/2
226.738 19(bl)3

l4 Si XIII 1s2 1S0– 1s2s 3S1
206.740 29 6.740 29 226.782 60.005

l5 Mg XII 1s 2S1/2– 3p 2P3/2
227.105 77(bl)4 7.106 14 127.531 60.017

Mg XII 1s 2S1/2– 3p 2P1/2
227.106 91(bl)4

l6 Al XIII 1s 2S1/2– 2p 2P3/2
217.170 91 7.170 96 137.961 60.004

l7 Al XIII 1s 2S1/2– 2p 2P1/2
217.176 32 7.176 16 138.820 60.007

aSee Ref. 8.
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TABLE II. Results from optimized dispersion curve.

Parameter in dispersion
relation

Parameter values in 7 line fit.
dl(mÅ)5l theory2ldispersion.

Parameter values in 2 line fit.
dl(mÅ)5l theory2ldispersion.

u0 ~°! 40.55 40.55
u8 ~°! 40.47 40.60
2d ~Å! 10.658 F 10.658 F
d/l2 ~Å22! 2.4031026 F 2.4031026 F
R ~mm! 1199.0 1201.0

l1 ~Å! dl1 ~mÅ! 6.634 80 dl150.04 6.634 76 dl150.00
l2 ~Å! dl2 ~mÅ! 6.647 95 dl250.002 6.647 90 dl2520.05
l3 ~Å! dl3 ~mÅ! 6.688 39 dl350.20 6.688 34 dl350.15
l4 ~Å! dl4 ~mÅ! 6.739 98 dl4520.31 6.739 93 dl4520.36
l5 ~Å! dl5 ~mÅ! 7.106 36 dl550.22 7.106 38 dl550.24
l6 ~Å! dl6 ~mÅ! 7.170 86 dl6520.09 7.170 92 dl6520.04
l7 ~Å! dl7 ~mÅ! 7.176 10 dl7520.06 7.176 16 dl7520.00

dl ~mÅ!
rms $•(dl)2/n%1/2

0.17 mÅ 0.18 mÅ
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The x-ray film spectra thus demonstrate the strength of u
the geometrical expression for calculating the dispers
function.

The effect on the recorded bandwidth of source size
position relative to the Rowland circle can best be illustra
using a near-point source such as laser-produced plasm
such an experiment,23 a modified version of the Johann spe
trometer, with a PET~002!, 2d58.742 Å crystal, bent to a
radius of 300 mm, has been used to record then52 transi-
tions of He-like and H-like ions of Al in the waveban
7.0↔7.9 Å on a position-sensitive, tangential, film detect
Exposure of the Al target to a single~7 J, 20 ps! laser pulse
of 0.52 mm irradiation and focal spot sizef550mm, is
sufficient to generate on Kodak DEF 392 x-ray film, t
spectrum shown in Fig. 11. In order to achieve a band pas
sayl/DlB510, the source is required to be located about
mm from the pole of the crystal inside the Rowland circ
Thus the spectrometer is used in the ‘‘defocused’’ mode, F
4. It should be noted that in this mode, the increased ba
width results in a reduction in the monochromatic sensitiv
and any given spectral line is reflected from only a fract
of the crystal width. A positive consequence of this, howev
is the reduced Johann aberrations, Sec. II E, which allo
higher resolving power to be maintained with smaller crys
radii. In the laser-produced plasma experiment the opt
focus quality gives a resolution typically better thanl/Dl
523 000. The overall instrument resolving power is main
determined by the crystal diffraction width24 of 45 arcsec,
corresponding tol/Dl57000.

Referring again to Fig. 4, we see that the bandwidthDu
is the range of anglesw subtended by the crystal widthW
less the F/no. of the spectrometer

Du5u12u25w2
W

R
.

In terms of the Bragg angle, the spatial extent of the sourx
and the source-to-crystal distanceb as in Fig. 4,

Du5
W sinu

b
2

W

R
2

x

b
.
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Given the setup parameters for the spectrometer indicate
Table III, the bandwidth~see last row! can be measured di
rectly from Fig. 11 where the extent of the central, diffra
tion region is bounded at each end by a step in the continu
indicated by an arrow. The measured Bragg angle ra
Du50.158 rad in Table III is in excellent agreement wi
value derived from the valueDu50.15860.006 rad derived

FIG. 11. The recorded waveband from a laser-produced plasma sourc
ing the Johann spectrometer in the ‘‘defocus’’ mode. The spectrum is
corded on film from a single (7 J,t520 ps,l50.52mm), laser pulse us-
ing a PET~002!, 2d58.742 Å crystal at a radius of 300 mm. The arrow
indicate the wave band limits shown as discontinuities in the continu
intensity. The short wavelength limit is on the ‘‘blue’’ side of the AlXIII

Ly-a at 7.17 Å while the long wavelength limit is on the ‘‘red’’ side of th
Al XII 2p 3P1 intercombination line at 7.80 Å.
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from the bandwidth equation immediately above. The m
error in the calculation in this case arises from the appro
mate value of the crystal aperture settingW and not from the
finite source size.

E. Instrumental resolving power

Ideally, the instrument broadening function should
measured routinely during an experiment by referring to
fiducial line. Which has inherently low source broadeni
and lies in the same spectral region as that under study. S
a source might be an electron irradiated gas~Ar! cell.25 In the
present applications of the CCD spectrometer, we have
necessity had recourse to a deconvolution of the meas
line intensity profile in terms of source and instrument fun
tions. In both the Tokamak and EBIT sources our experie
indicates that the minimum source broadening correspo
to an ion energy'200 eV while instrumental resolving pow
ers in the wavelength region,10 Å are typically,l/Dl
>3000. Turning our attention to the factors affecting t
instrument broadening, the full width half maximu
~FWHM! broadening can be expressed equivalently in te
of Dx(pixels), Du~rad!, or Dl~Å! through the relation

l

dl
5

R

Dx
tanu sinu5

tanu

Du
.

The main factors affecting the instrument broadening are
crystal rocking curve,26 the FWHM of which is denoted by
v̄x(rad) while the integrated area or reflectivity under th
curve isRc ~rad!,

Rc5E
0

p/2

Pl~u!du,

whereP(u) is the Prins function.26 While model calculations
of crystal rocking curves exist for most diffractors, the actu
sample and its bending configuration will determine t
practical value ofv̄x . In general in this study, experimen
tally derived widths from two-crystal diffraction profiles ar
preferred.24,27 The effect of bending the crystal is to stra
the lattice spacing. This imposed distortion to the 2d value is
greatest18 for high photon energy and a low-Z crystal with a
tightly bent radius. For Si~440!, 12 keV x rays andR
5300 mm,d(2d)/2d51024. The reflection integral and th
diffraction width are also increased28,29 at such tight radii.

In addition we have a small correctionDuR to the Bragg
angle due to the refractive index of the crystal, whered
5DuR sinDuB cosDuB and the refractive index8 parameterd
is incorporated in the Bragg relation

TABLE III. Bandwidth verification experiment. The table shows paramet
of the Johann spectrometer during exposure to x-ray light from a la
irradiated Al target.

Radius of crystal curvature R5300 mm
PET~002! crystal width W52661 mm
Source–crystal separation b590 mm
Mean Bragg angle u559.7°
Source dimensions x5f550mm
Measured Bragg angle range Du50.158 rad
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Apparent line broadening due to the finite element sizeDxD

of the detector~22.5mm! is given by

DuD5
DxD

R sinuB
.

The actual CCD detector element size adopted in these
periments is 2322.5mm in the dispersion plane and
322.5mm in the orthogonal plane. Charge spreading acr
the pixels has been investigated by irradiating the chip wit
55Fe source, excluding multiphoton events and averaging
charge accumulation in neighboring pixels over the wh
CCD area. The resultant point-spread function is shown
Fig. 12 and can be seen to have negligible charge sprea
with a half width of 1 pixel.

The instrument broadening can be thought of as a c
volution of the crystal broadening, broadening due to
finite element sizeDxD of the detector, and aberrations du
to the Johann geometry and misalignments. The total ins
ment function is a complex convolution of

Du~ instr.!5F$v̄X1DuD1@DuW1DuH1Du61Du7#%,

whereDuD is the detector broadening,DuW andDuH are the
Johann aberrations due to the crystal width and height,Du6

is the error due to the tangential detector meeting theRC at
only one point, andDu7 is due to displacementDd of the
detector plane from the crystal-detector chordd5R sinu. We
have for the Johann aberrationDuW due to the crystal not
being in contact with theRC throughout its whole widthW:

DuW5
W2

8R2 tanuB
.

The Johann height errorDuH due to the superposition of
series of parabolic line foci displaced vertically30 is perhaps
more serious for extended sources like Tokamaks but ca
written as

DuH5
H2

8R2 sinuB cosuB

FIG. 12. Charge spreading in the CCD array measured with an55Fe source.
An area of 11311 pixels is examined around any one pixel containi
charge. The numbers shown are an average using this procedure ov
whole CCD chip.
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with the assumption that the detector, crystal, and source
all of the same heightH. The errorDu6 due to the detecto
plane being in contact with theRC only at the detector pole
is greatest at the positionx of the longest and shortest wav
lengths in the waveband and is given by

Du65
x2W

8R3 sinuB
2 .

Finally a defocusing errorDu7 will occur if the detector
plane is displaced byDd from the detector pole, which lie
along the diffraction chord atR sinuB from the crystal pole

Du75
DdW

R2 sinu
.

Using the above as a starting point and assuming that we
using a Si~111!,31 2d56.271 Å, crystal diffraction in first
order, we can construct a realistic estimate of the ove
instrument resolving power using the following paramete
R5130061 mm; W3H520315 mm; x590 mm;
DxD(1 pixel)522.5mm; and uD55060.167°. Then, we
have the following defocusing errors:
v̄x crystal broadening l/DlX58.03103

DuD detector resolution l/DlD55.03104

DuW Johann width error l/DlW54.83104

DuH Johann height error l/DlH53.53104

Du6 detector tangent extremity l/Dl651.63104

Du7 radius setting error l/Dl753.23104

DuB Bragg angle misalignment l/DlB51.33104

DuR refractive correction l/DlR55.83104.

From the above it can readily be appreciated that
detector broadening and the Johann aberrations are s
fractions of the total instrument function. The crystal diffra
tion width and accumulated errors in setting up the crys
optics will account approximately for the resolving power

Over a series of experiments, using a Tokamak exten
source, the instrument broadening was de-convolved as
scribed in the following section from the x-ray line data wi
the help of analytic routines. The spectral line intensity d
tribution can be described by a convolution of a Gauss
G(x2y) and a Lorentzian functionL(y), resulting in a
Voigt function V(x,h), wherex,y are energy or wavelengt
displacements about the line centroid andh is the ratio of the
component linewidthsh5DlGAUSSIAN/DlLORENTZ:

V~x,h!5E
2`

`

L~y!G~x2y!dy.

A tabulation, accurate to better than 1 in 104, has been cal-
culated by Davies and Vaughan32 and describes the Voig
profile

V~x,h!5
1

hAp
E

2`

` exp$2@~x2y!/h#%2

11y2 dy

as a series of widths as fractions of the FWHM at vario
intensities over the a range of 0.1<h<10 in logarithmic
intervals. The Lorentzian function 1/(11x2) whose FWHM
dL52 units has been convolved with the Gaussian funct
(hAp)21.exp@2(x/h)2# whose FWHM isdG52h(loge2)1/2

units. Whenh50 the Voigt function is purely Lorentzian
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while if h5` the function is Gaussian. A reconstructio
from the D and V32 tables of the Voigt function and the
component profiles for the particular case ofh51 is shown
in Fig. 13. As a check, the component functions have b
reconvolved using an IDL routine to construct the origin
Voigtian. An operational difficulty with the D and V32 tables
is the computational time required to reconstruct the exp
mental profiles in terms of the tabulated functions. A numb
of analytical representations of the true Voigt function
psuedo-Voigt functions have been developed to overco
the fitting time. In this work the psuedo-Voigt expression33

V~l,a!5
V0

F11~2a221!S 2
l2l0

Dl D 2G1/a2

has been used. When the parametera51 then the function is
purely Lorentzian and whena→0 we have a Gaussian. A
least squares fit ofV(l,a) to the profile data in terms of the
peak intensityV0 , width Dl, and centroid position yieldsa.
Having previously established a working relation9,34 between
a andh the components of the Voigtian is then derived fro
the D and V32 tables. The Gaussian component is identifi
with the source function which in high temperature plas
sources is due mainly to Doppler motion while the Loren
ian is identified with the instrument resolution. This latt
assumption is strictly only true for perfect crystals and in t
limit of total absorption.26

Using the above procedure, analysis of the C1XVI

1s2 1S0– 1s2p 1P1 line at 4.4436 Å from the COMPASS
Tokamak and with a Si~111! crystal anduB545° can be
compared with the resultant resolving power of the putat
list of defocusing errors withuB550° shown above. A
simple addition of the broadening factors, all assum
Lorentzian, would givel/Dl I52.6153103 while if as-
sumed Gaussian and summed in quadraturel/Dl155.94
3103 compared with the derived value of between 3
3103 and 3.53103, shown in Table IV.

At longer wavelengths and largeruB , line emission from
lighter ions, e.g., NeX Ly-d affords better resolution, propor
tional to tanuB /AM, whereM is the ion mass, in the measure

FIG. 13. Deconvolution of analyticalh51.00 Voigt profile into Lorentzian
and Gaussian components. Also shown is the re-convolution of these
ponents using an independent IDL routine~IDL is a trademark of Research
Systems Inc.!.
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ment of source broadening of Tokamak spectra. Ne
injected COMPASS-D spectra taken with an ADP diffrac
are shown in Fig. 14. The neon line is demonstrably broa
than the neighboring metallic lines. A Voigt analysis of t
identified lines is summarized in Table V. The instrume
resolving powerl/Dl1>3 300 while ion temperatures, ver
reasonably in the region 350–600 eV in ohmic heated c
ditions, depend on their location within the plasma volum

An alternative attempt to measure the instrument wi
using the properties of a Tokamak source is illustrated in F
15 where the psuedo-Voigt parametera is plotted against the
experimental line widths expressed asl/DlEXP. The 5.038
Å line of SXV and a Si~111! diffractor are chosen for this
experiment which consists of measuring linewidths ove
wide range of plasma conditions and in particular, elect
density. At the lowest extremity of densityne<1
31019 m23, in ohmic, or electron cyclotron resonanc
heated discharges, collisional coupling between the ho
electron and cooler ion fluids is weakest and source bro
ening of the ions is at a minimum. The experimental li
width is then dominated by instrument broadening with
approximation to a Lorentzian profile anda→1. Extrapola-
tion to a51 in Fig. 15 indicates values forl/Dl152.6
3103.

The resolution of the instrument is improved over th
obtainable with Tokamaks if the emission is from a po
source on or near the Rowland circle.14 The diffracted image
width is the larger of the source size or the Johann defec
this context a ‘‘large’’ source, sizexs , is obtained when
xs /R sinu.DuW. The following two experiments have dem
onstrated such an improvement. The best resolving powe
date, at wavelengths above 10 Å has been demonstrate8,19

with NeX ions produced in a beam-foil source by stripping
beam of 39 MeV Ne61 ions in a 0.5mm carbon foil, at the
Oxford University Folded Tandem accelerator. For this e
periment the instrument was positioned downstream of
ion source and the emission observed along the beam
This viewing direction, the first axial observation of such
source, was chosen to minimize Doppler broadening du
ion beam divergence coupled with the finite instrume
F/no.. The resulting NeX Lyman-a1,2 spectrum, Fig. 16, was
recorded during a 30 h exposure on photographic film, us
a KAP~002! crystal with 2d513.16 Å, bent to a radius o
1073 mm. The experimental resolving powerl/dl54400 is
a convolution of both source and instrument broadening
is about a factor of 2 lower than the calculated single-cry

TABLE IV. Results of fitting procedure to ClXVI line at 4.4436 Å from the
COMPASS Tokamak using a Si~111! crystal.

Parameter Lower limit Upper limit

a 0.85 0.80
h 1.0 1.11
d/2 /units 1.4884 1.5701
DL /mÅ 1.34 1.27
DG /mÅ 1.12 1.18
l/Dl1 3311 3496
Ti /~eV! 380.2 423.6
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value. If recorded from a plasma this would be equivalen
an ion temperature of about 180 eV.

In some very recent applications14,35of the present spec
trometer to high resolution measurements ofn51 – 2 transi-
tions in He-like Ar161 and H-like Ar171 in the Oxford EBIT,
a fractional precision of 25 ppm has been achieved wit
Si~111! crystal diffractor and CCD detection. Thes
experiments35 are sufficiently accurate to discriminate b
tween the energies of the 1s22s– 1s2s2p and
1s22p– 1s2p2 Ar151 transitions satellite to then52 reso-
nance wavelengths in Ar161 predicted by the various existin
theoretical models.

FIG. 14. Results of Voigt fitting procedure to COMPASS Tokamak d
charge No. 26354 with neon injection att5170 ms. The upper spectrum i
at a time prior to neon injection while the lower spectrum is taken after n
injection. The NeX Ly-d line profile is noticeably wider than those of th
metal lines. The bottom graph compares the electron temperature from
omson scattering with the ion temperature corresponding to each ion
locality in the minor plasma radius having been calculated using a trans
code.
icense or copyright; see http://rsi.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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Do
TABLE V. Results of fitting procedure to line spectra in vicinity of NeX Ly-d using an ADP crystal andRC
5987 mm. The symbolsa and h are the fitting parameters to the psuedo-Voigt and Voigt functions, res
tively. The experimental widths and the derived spectrometer resolving powers are given byDlFWHM and
l/Dl1 . The Gaussian source temperature is tabulated with the locationr /a of the peak of the ion emission
measured along the minor Tokamak radius.

Ion
l

~Å!
DlFWM

~mÅ! a h l/Dl I

Ti

~eV!
Error
~eV! r /a

NeX 9.4811 4.00 0.78 1.25 3309.9 360.6 650 0.65
FeXXI 9.4512 2.32 0.80 1.00 3362.2 582.1 6100 0.4
Cr XXII 9.4895 2.37 0.80 1.11 3209.3 589.9 6100 0.3
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In tests of the ultimate resolution of the spectrometer
a ‘‘point’’ source, xs5100mm, the Lya1,2 doublet ofA171

has been recorded with the EBIT source placed on or n
the Rowland circle at a Bragg angleu536.55° and with a
radius of curvature of 1349 mm, and a clear aperture
tween the rollers of the crystal bender of 40 mm. The CC
detector is placed tangential to the Rowland circle. Sam
spectra obtained both with a Si~Li ! detector and the crysta
spectrometer are shown. Although the sample spectra sh
is the sum over several different 20 min exposures, the h
resolution in Fig. 17 is immediately evident with the tw
Lyman-a lines very well resolved. The line profiles are to
good approximation, Gaussian. In order to study in m
detail the line shape the spectrometer has been arrang
view only the 2p3/2– 1s1/2 transition in Ar171, with the
source very close to the Rowland circle. An example sp
trum obtained with such a setup is shown in Fig. 18 alo
with a Gaussian fit both to the data and to the devolv
source line profile. The effect of anisotropic emission fro
the source and the different response of the crystal top and
s polarizations are handled by the calculation14 of two sepa-

FIG. 15. Fit to pseudo-Voigt function of full half widthsDlEXP of SXV

1s2– 1s2p ‘w’ line at 5.038 Å,$Si ~III ! crystal,R51027 mm,uB554°%. The
deriveda parameter is plotted for several shot numbers over a wide rang
COMPASS plasma densities. In the limit asa→unity, the function is
Lorentzian andl/DlEXP approximates to the instrument resolving powe
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rate, predetermined rocking curves, one for each directio
polarization. The sum of thesep ands curves for Si~111! at
the Lyman-a centroid of 3.734 Å has a width of approx
mately 0.09 mrad, implying a crystal resolving power
8300. The instrument function Fig. 18~b! is a purely theoret-
ical construct of a ray tracing code36 ‘‘Virtual Johann.’’ In the
calculation of this point-spread function, emission from
arbitrary source point is traced via an arbitrary point on
crystal to the detector co-ordinate determined by Bragg
flection and the process repeated for all points across
crystal width and for representative emissions from an
sumed Gaussian intensity source. The code then builds u
intensity distribution at the detector, typically using 50 0
rays per wavelength. The spectrometer line shape is t
deconvolved from the raw data using a numerical decon
lution algorithm37,38 resulting in the source line profile
shown in Fig. 18~c!. The FWHM of the fitted Gaussian im
plies a Doppler limited resolution ofDl/l53.331024 and
an equivalent ion temperature of 734 eV. The overall inst
ment resolving power, Fig. 18~b!, is calculated to be

of
FIG. 16. NeonX Ly-a1 ,a2 spectrum integrated on film over 31 h exposu
to a neon beam-foil source using a KAP~002! crystal in the Johann spec
trometer. The measured wavelengths are Doppler shifted to 11.37
12.13 Å due to the viewing angle relative to the beam direction.
icense or copyright; see http://rsi.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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FIG. 17. ~a! EBIT spectrum ofn52 – 1 transitions in Ar161 and Ar171 using Si~Li ! detector and an exposure time of 5 min.~b! Johann CCD spectrum of the
same EBIT source using Si~111! crystal and 2 h exposure. The ‘‘best fit’’ continuous lines shown are Gaussian.
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l/Dl INST57600, which is not far short of the theoretic
crystal resolving power itself.

F. Spectrometer efficiency

The theoretical efficiency of the spectrometer for a giv
experiment can be expressed as

«5
V

4p
«crystal«CCDTwindow,

where,V/4p is the solid angle accepted by the spectrome
«CRYSTAL is the crystal reflectivity determined by the rockin
curve profile,«CCD is the quantum efficiency of the CCD
detector, and TWINDOW is the transmission of the Be or othe
window. The fact that the x rays are focused in the horizon
plane but continue to diverge in the vertical plane has to
taken into account, soV becomes

V5
Wcrystal

Lcrystal

Hdetector

L total
,

whereWCRYSTAL and LCRYSTAL are, respectively, the crysta
width and its distance from the source, whileHDETECTOR is
the height of the detector andLTOTAL is the total path length
between the source and detector via the crystal.

Applying these expressions to the EBIT experiment
lustrated in Fig. 17, we can evaluate« for the spectromete
by comparing the CCD charge with the signal from the ca
brated Si~Li ! detector. The total count rate of the Si~Li ! de-
tector due to the two Lyman-a lines is 93.661.6 s21 with a
detection efficiency of 3.5631025. Over a 20 min period,
the average spectrometer count rate from the integr
Lyman-a lines is 1.0760.03 s21, yielding an overall spec-
trometer efficiency of 4.131027. A simulation of the experi-
mental setup gives an effective crystal efficiency using
‘‘virtual Johann’’ code of«CRYSTAL50.014. The solid angle
factor is V/4p57.7531025 and other factors appearing i
the equation at the 3.3 keV x-ray energy are«CCD50.75 and
TWINDOW50.64. The theoretical value for the spectrome
efficiency is therefore to be«55.231027 in good agreemen
with the experiment, implying that the spectrometer has b
well aligned and in this experiment performing close to
optimum.
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A more general expression for the spectrometer e
ciency is given in terms of its response to an arbitrary sou
El , which in the case of a plasma will be the volume em
sivity ~photons cm23 s21! and Dz is the emitting plasma
depth

N5k
W

R
cyRcR sinuH«ltFElDz

4p G ,
where the expression in brackets is the line or continu
radiance. The product ofcw5W/R and cy , the viewing
angles in the plane and perpendicular to the plane of dis
sion, represents the solid angle subtended by the crystal.
product (RC .R sinu3H) is the effective slit aperture to
monochromatic radiation. Using the convention that t
spectrometer ‘‘throughput’’ in units of cm2 sr is a product of
the slit aperture and the solid angle subtended by the diff
tion element, then (W/R).cy .RC R sinu H is the ‘‘through-
put.’’ «l is the overall efficiency of the windows, filters, an
CCD. The factor k5cw /(u12u2), where cw

5W sinu/Rsinu and (u12u2) is the band pass, is
introduced14 to take into account the ‘filling factor’ of the
instrument F/no. where the spatial dimensions of the sou
do not satisfy the band pass considerations. In the ea
expression, above, used for the EBIT theoretical efficienc«,
the factor«CRYSTAL is essentiallyk.^PC(l)& wherePC(l) is
the Prins function.

III. CCD DETECTOR

A. Quantum efficiency

The CCD detector system adopted for the Johann sp
trometer was developed by the X-ray Astronomy Group
the University of Leicester.39 The CCD chip, manufactured
by EEV Ltd.,40 has 1152 (vertical)31242 (horizontal), 22.5
mm square pixels, giving a total imaging area of 2
328 mm2. Early experiments with the spectrometer, r
ported by Abbeyet al.11 used a 2 kV silicon chip, the rela-
tively high resistivity giving a greater depletion depth a
higher quantum efficiency in the 5–10 keV range. The qu
tum efficiency~QE! of the detector is shown as a function
energy in Fig. 19 and peaks at;80% at 4 keV. The narrow
feature at 1.8 keV is theK-absorption edge of silicon. How
icense or copyright; see http://rsi.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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ever, since most of the Tokamak results, presented here
in Secs. III and IV, pertain to photon energies«<4 keV, a
more easily obtainable CCD made on low-resistivity silic
~25 V cm! has often been used. This CCD, EEV 05–30 ha
QE of ;60% at 3 keV.

The CCD is mounted on a copper cold finger and
operation the CCD is cooled either using liquid nitrogen o
two-stage thermoelectric cooler. Liquid nitrogen cooling
applied by connecting a cold feed~at liquid nitrogen tem-
perature! to the CCD cold finger via a thick copper brai
The CCD temperature is actively controlled, using a PRT a

FIG. 18. ~a! The Ly-a1 component of Ar171 with EBIT source close to the
Rowland circle of the Johann spectrometer.~b! Calculated point spread o
instrument function for Si~111! crystal using ‘‘Virtual Johann’’ ray tracing
code ~Ref. 36!. ~c! Deconvolution of the data in~a! using the instrument
profile in ~b!. The ‘‘best fit’’ continuous lines shown are all Gaussian.
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a resistive heater to2100 °C. When using TEC cooling, n
active control is applied and the minimum operating te
perature is typically240 °C. The CCD is attached to
‘‘floating’’ printed circuit board~PCB! which contains a pre-
amplifier and low-pass filters for the supply voltages. Ele
trical connection to the CCD itself is made via thin wires th
provide a thermal break between the cooled CCD and
PCB. Typical read noise, at2100 °C, is 5 electrons rms.

The energy required to create an electron–hole pai
silicon is 3.65 eV, yielding an inherent energy resolution41

determined by Fano statistics and electronic noise ofDE
;150 eV. The detector is therefore an energy dispers
spectrometer on its own right and is capable of single pho
detection. For example, absorption of an Ar Ly-a1 photon
with 3.32 keV energy will produce an equivalent charge
about 5006(5 – 10) electrons/pixel with a resolving power o
approximately 20. A pixel ‘‘well’’ can comfortably accom
modate 105 electrons of charge for transfer to its neighbo
implying a saturation level per pixel of;200 Ar Ly-a1 pho-
tons. A pulse height spectrum of the full chip image or
portion of it as indicated in Fig. 20, will typically show9

several peaks, the lowest energy peak corresponding to
tector pixels that do not contain x-ray events, the second
to single photon events, the third due to double photon
sorption, and further peaks due to spurious lines and hig
order events. Background radiation, such as that due to
away electrons in the plasma, appears as a quasiexpone
continuum, and peaks due to fluorescence of the crystal
sometimes observed.

A preliminary analysis of a full-frame exposure is e
tremely useful14 in determining the alignment of the spectr
lines and in noise subtraction. It is recommended, dur
operation, to supply ‘‘noise thresholds’’ as indicated in t
EBIT spectra of Ar Ly-a1 in Fig. 21. An event whose analo
to digital converter~ADC! value falls below the lower en

FIG. 19. Quantum efficiency of CCD detector as a function of ener
Transmissions through grid-supported Be windows of thickness 25 an
mm are also indicated.
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ergy value is rejected as noise. For every pixel containing
event above the lower threshold, the pixel co-ordinate
ADC ~channel! value is stored and can be used to optim
the signal/noise as illustrated for the Ar Ly-a1 line in Fig.
21~d!. The ADC channel scale can be fitted to an ene
scale by exposure of the chip to a low flux of 5.90 keV MnK
x-ray photons from an55Fe source. The55Fe calibration
source is fixed in position within the diffraction arm an
filtered so as to give a count rate of a few counts per sec
integrated over the full array. This is sufficient to give
energy calibration, while being negligible relative to the hi
count rates produced during the Tokamak discharge. In
case of exposures to EBIT the55Fe source can be switche
off by pointing the source away from the detector.

B. Readout modes

Most CCD devices used for x-ray spectroscopy are th
phase, frame-transfer devices. The solid state structure o
CCD, which is essentially a 2D array of coupled, pixel-s
capacitors, the bias voltages required for the pixel to ac
mulate charge and the clocking sequences of potent
which transfers or ‘‘couples’’ the charge on an individu
pixel to its immediate neighbor, are described by Fraser.41 In
the applications described here, all the detector functio
including temperature control, setting of bias voltages, re
out sequences, and data acquisition are controlled via
MAC by an Acorn RISC-PC. Different sizes of array an
various readout modes can be programmed by downloa
an appropriate sequence to the CAMAC sequencer mod
which then runs the sequence continuously, or in respons
an external trigger via CAMAC. Software for data displa
and analysis is available on the RISC-PC, with the tim

FIG. 20. Pulse height spectrum from COMPASS-D shot No. 14977~time
resolved mode!. The first peak at 160 on the ADC scale is background no
level with a width;150 eV. The peak at 190 is the Cl line at 2793 e
Subsequent peaks indicate multiple photon events. The ADC count scal
be fitted to an energy scale by exposure of the chip to 5.9 keV photons
an 55Fe source.
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critical array manipulations being coded in assembly la
guage.

Two main readout modes have been used: either a
mode, where the result of each integration time is read ou
a 2D ‘‘photographic’’ image, as in Fig. 21, or a 1D mod
where the 2D image of each time frame is compressed on
chip itself. The CCD transfer or ‘‘coupling’’ time betwee
the charge on an individual pixel to its immediate neighbo
;2 ms. The full-frame transfer time, that is the transfer
pixel charge, row by row, along the pixel columns and fina
into a storage region, the last row of which is finally read o
serially and digitized using a 12-bit ADC operating at 5
kHz, can take several, even tens of seconds. The ADC i
gration time can be varied from as short as 1 to 10ms by
software commands allowing some tradeoff between ti
resolution and read-out noise.

For maximum sensitivity in low-flux applications, th
full area of the CCD may be exposed, and read out as
115231242 array. Since the image is being swept across
array during readout, this full-frame mode is only useable
low count-rate applications requiring integration, or exp
sure, times of a minute or more, to avoid significant crosst

e

an
m

FIG. 21. CCD data processing of the Ly-a1 component of Ar171 in an
EBIT source:~a! raw data showing ALL counts above noise threshold;~b!
one pixel events within thresholds;~c! two pixel events within thresholds
~d! one and two pixel events within thresholds;~e! all the events outside
thresholds; and~f! histogram showing locations of upper and lower thres
olds on energy scale.
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between frames. In the case of exposure to an EBIT so
the transfer time gives negligible distortion to the over
image which may have been exposed, typically for ove
fraction of an hour or longer. This mode is important the
fore for low flux and possibly high background sources co
mon to beam-foil, beam-gas, and ion-trap experime
where the low readout noise allows long integration tim
and the energy resolution gives good background rejecti

The frame-transfer 2D mode is routinely used in the
experiments as a diagnostic check of the spectrometer a
ment and optimizing signal-to-noise ratio, Fig. 21, partic
larly after any change in the instrument setup. The 2D im
of spectral lines allows a partial check of the optical alig
ment, where a vertical tilt error of the crystal results in u
even intensity along the height of the line. Errors in the
tational adjustment of the detector about the normal to
surface cause the spectral lines to be nonparallel with
columns on the array. This can be allowed for in a 2D ima
but leads to spurious line broadening when the image is
tically compressed on the chip. Inspection of the 2D ima
allows the detector tilt to be adjusted as necessary. Impro
time resolution with negligible interframe smearing can
achieved by masking the frame-store half of the array,
operating in frame-transfer mode. At the end of each integ
tion period the 2D image on the active area is transferre
about 1 ms onto the frame-store region, to be read out du
the next integration period. This mode can operate cont
ously with a frame time of about 3 s and was useful fo
commissioning the instrument on a long pulse device suc
JET, giving a series of 2D images with full energy inform
tion.

To deal quantitatively with count rates typical of hig
flux sources such as a Tokamak plasma, it is necessa
sacrifice the inherent energy resolution by collecting multi
photons per pixel. In this alternative readout mode, one
of the CCD array is used to collect photons, the other h
the frame store half, is covered by an aluminum mask an
used for storage. After successive integration periods,
total charge in each pixel column is binned down and
integrated charge versus pixel position or histogram is sto
on single adjacent rows of the frame store half. A time re
lution ;1 ms is possible for this operation. When the fram
store is full, each storage row yields a dispersed spectr
The frame store, typically containing 50031 ms slices of
data can then be read outa posteriori. The time sequence ca
be recomposed as a streak record, as illustrated in Fig.
This is our usual mode of operation with Tokamaks. T
spectrometer was installed on the JET Tokamak initially
only 1 day to assess the performance of the time-resolv
mode of the CCD array. A Si~111! crystal, 2d50.6271 nm,
was bent to a radius of 997 mm and set up to observe
time-resolved spectrum of He-like ClXVI , shown in Fig. 23,
The frame-store half of the CCD array was masked,
above, and the open area was protected against visible
by a graphite-coated 2mm Mylar filter. A preliminary, single
exposure was made where the full 2D image was saved
order to check the position of the image on the CCD arr
and the alignment of the spectral lines with the pixel c
umns, necessary for on-chip compression. All other d
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charges, as in Fig. 23, were recorded using the on-chip
ning mode, which gave a time resolution of 40 ms for t
discharge duration of about 23 s.

For long-lived plasmas as on JET, the charge distribut
generated on a smaller chip size, 10243256, can be clocked
down directly onto the readout register with a frequency
;3 Hz. This readout mode gives a continuous monitor of
spectrum during the full duration of the pulse.

For an extremely intense source such as a synchrotro
time resolution of;100ms could in principle be achieved b
masking all but a single row on the array, and operating i
quasistreak-camera mode.

IV. APPLICATIONS OF JOHANN SPECTROMETER

The group of x-ray lines from H-like and He-like ion
due ton52 – 1 transitions with their associated satellite lin
involving additional screening electrons, makes an id
bandwidth to investigate with the Johann spectrometer.

FIG. 22. ~Color! Streak image of the time-resolved spectrum of ClXVI from
COMPASS-D discharge No. 13449 using the Johann CCD spectrom
Notation of the lines as adopted by Gabriel~Ref. 42!. The chlorine intensity
increases monotonically towards the end of the discharge.
icense or copyright; see http://rsi.aip.org/about/rights_and_permissions
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we will demonstrate below, this group of emission lines co
tains a wealth of diagnostic information without the need
relative efficiency calibration within the narrow pass band.
the spectra from K-shell ions with Z.12, the
1s2 1S0– 1s2p 1P1 , 1s2p 3P1,2, 1s2s 3S1 , transitions be-
come interspersed with a rich spectrum of dielectronic lin
and inner-shell excited lines of the type 1s2nl – 1s2pnl,
where the nonparticipating or ‘‘spectator’’ electron, or ele
trons, have quantum statesnl>2.

The theory determining the wavelengths and intensi
of these lines was outlined by Gabriel42 as early as 1972 bu
has subsequently been refined and improved over a sequ
of articles by several authors, as described in reviews
‘‘Fusion Spectroscopy.’’43,44 Extensive diagnostic analyse
of the n52 – 1 x-ray transitions throughout the isoelectron
sequences from NeIX through KrXXXV have now been mad
in the field of Tokamak x-ray spectroscopy. Reviews of so
of these Tokamak studies are given by Bitteret al.45 ~1993!
and Bartiromo46 ~1986!.

We illustrate the diagnostic potential of the satell
spectra by reference to the ClXVI emission from the JET and
COMPASS Tokamaks in Fig. 24, where the energy lev
and annotations of the main emission lines are shown
self-consistent derivation of the parameters of electron
ion temperatures, density and poloidal, and toroidal fluid
locities Te , Ti , ne , Vu,f , respectively, can in principle b
derived from the Cl emission within the narrow spectral

FIG. 23. ~Color! False-color spectrum of ClXVI ion emission during JET
discharge. Lines are annotated using notation adopted by Gabriel~Ref. 42!:
w51s2 1S0– 1s2p 1P1 , x51s2 1S0– 1s2p 3P2 , y51s2 1S0– 1s2p 3P1 , z
51s2 1S0– 1s2s 3S1 . Each horizontal row results from compressing the 2
image onto a single line of the frame-store region of the CCD. The t
resolution is 40 ms. A Doppler blueshift, caused by toroidal plasma rotat
is visible during neutral-beam injection. A mixture of Mo and Ge is inject
into the plasma by laser ablation, causing several transient lines to b
corded.
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FIG. 24. Comparison ofn51 – 2, ClXVI spectrum and associated satellite
from JET~top! and from COMPASS–D ~bottom!. The lower electron tem-
perature (Te<1 keV) in the COMPASS Tokamak is evidenced by th
prominence of the dielectronic satellites relative to those in the JETTe

@1 keV) spectrum. Energy levels and annotations for the transitions stu
are also shown.
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2404 Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 74, No. 4, April 2003 Barnsley et al.
gion from 4.44→4.50 Å. The lower electron temperatu
Te<1 keV in the COMPASS Tokamak is evidenced by t
prominence of the dielectronic satellites relative to those
JET, where the recombination satellite lines are weak rela
to the ~w,x,y,z! resonance lines. The ClXVI emission shell is
located on the flanks of theTe(r ) profile on JET~minor
plasma radius,a51 m) at (r /a)'0.4 where, typically,Te

could be a few keV. In COMPASS, the central electron te
perature@Te(o)'0.8 keV anda50.2 m] and ClXVI is a
core ion. In both cases, the location of the ions is determi
by diffusive equilibrium.

The G ratio @(x1y1z)/w# is nearly density indepen
dent for ClXVI in Tokamaks47,48 but is temperature sensitiv
due to the different behavior of the singlet and triplet ex
tation rates. TheR ratio @z/(x1y)# is of limited interest in
Tokamaks since it will only show density dependence, du
collisional de-excitation of the metastable, 1s2s 3S1 , above
1020 m23.

The ratios of the dielectronic satellites to the resona
line w, for example (k/w) and (d13/w,), are conveniently
independent of ionization balance and of electron densityne

but are steeply dependent on temperatureTe with the form

I ~k!/I ~w!;~Te!
21exp@~Ew2Es!/kTe#,

whereEw and Es refer to excited state energies above t
ground state of ClXVI .

The ability to measureTe ~from the k/w ratio! and Ti

~from the pseudo-Voigt function applied to unblended line!
simultaneously on a 10 ms time scale in COMPASS, allo
an investigation of the heat transport, in particular t
electron–ion transfer rate. Figure 25 shows the measu
values ofTe against the corresponding value ofTi in COM-
PASS. TheTi measurements are compared with scaling
lations suggested by Artsimovich~1972!.49 The measured

FIG. 25. Electron and ion temperatures derived from analyses
COMPASS-D spectrum of ClXVI . Line intensity ratiosd13 /w andk/w are
used to deriveTe while line profiles of the blue wing of thew line are used
for Ti . The lower group of points~,450 eV! refer to Ti while the upper
group ~.450 eV! refer to Te . Ti scaling due to Artsimovich~Ref. 49! is
shown as a broken line while the solid line is the best fit to theTi data.
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values are in general slightly lower than the predictions
increase with parameter values, particularlyne , as expected.
The Te values, which are in general agreement with Tho
son scattering, apply to all data forT.400 eV. The tendency
for the temperatures of the ion and electron fluids to co
together at higher values of the Artsimovich parameter, p
portional to (ne)

1/3, can be understood in terms of the ele
tron power balance.

The satellite lines produced by inner-shell excitati
from the ground states of ClXV, on the other hand, hav
nearly the same excitation function as for the resonance
w, so the ratio

~q/w!'N~Cl XV!. f q .Ar /N~Cl XVI!. f w .S~Ar1Aa!,

where Ar and Aa are the radiative and autoionizing deca
rates, respectively, of the 1s2s2p levels, is nearly indepen
dent ofTe and measures the ionization balance or departu
from it. Ion diffusion will also alter the~Li-like/He-like! ion
abundance ratio as indicated by the (q/w) line ratio, both
lines being excited from the ground states of the respec
ions. Coronal balance is a lower bound to the data se
(q/w),50 the largest departure from coronal being found,
illustrated in Fig. 26, at the highestTe , and consequently
lowestne , where anomalous~see below! diffusive processes
are relatively rapid. We have chosen Cl ions preferentia
since chlorine is a relatively common intrinsic impurity
Tokamaks. A more manageable test atom, which can be
troduced in a controlled manner to diagnose the local plas
parameters and test models of ion transport, is argon.
spectral signature of ionized Ar is isoelectronic with th
from chlorine as illustrated by the ArXVII spectrum from JET
in Fig. 27. Enhancement of the population of then52 triplet
states in ArXVII relative to the singlets due to local recom

f
FIG. 26. The theoretical ratio of ‘‘q/w’’ line intensities in the ClXVI spec-
trum plotted~full line! as a function ofTe . Coronal equilibrium values for
N~Li-like !/N~He-like! have been used in the calculation. Experimen
points from COMPASS-D are shown~circles! and lie above the corona
value, implying diffusive ion transport.
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2405Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 74, No. 4, April 2003 Crystal spectrometer with x-ray CCD
bination processes, such as charge exchange with neu
near the plasma edge in Tokamak plasmas, has been not
Källne et al.51

Changes in the temporal behavior and local intensitie
spectral lines from ions injected as test species into
plasma can be interpreted in terms of ion transport. T
background fuel ions and impurities are strongly linked
collisions in fusion plasma systems so that a study of
spectral emission from impurities directly yields informatio
on the overall particle transport and often on the total plas
energy. Particle and energy transport in Tokamaks often
have similarly in many plasma operating conditions.

According to neoclassical theory, classical density a
temperature gradient driven fluxes enhanced by the Toka
geometry, cross-field particle diffusion,52–54should be a slow
process with diffusion coefficients;0.01 m22. Commonly,
in most discharges exhibiting so-calledL mode, i.e., im-

FIG. 27. Energy levels and transitions~above! of n51 – 2 transitions in
Ar XVII and associated satellites of ArXVI . Spectrum from JET discharge No
49704 att510 s with integration time of 10 ms. The best fit of the synthe
spectra to the experimental data and the residuals are also shown~bottom!.
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paired or ‘‘low’’ confinement or in~edge localized instability
modes discharges!, the cross-field diffusion coefficient wil
be some 503 higher than neoclassical. In theseL mode dis-
charges the impurity line intensities mimic changes in
source strength or, more typically, follow changes inne , the
electron density.

While neoclassical ion transport is not usually achiev
in Tokamak experiments, in some operating scenarios, s
as fueling the core by solid fuel pellet injection,55 such im-
purity accumulation has been observed. Neglecting the t
perature gradient terms, in the neoclassical limit, ambipo
ity of the ions and electrons should cause aZ-dependent
accumulation of impurities relative to the fuel ions,ni(r
50), corresponding to the peak value ofne(0) on axis

nZ~r 50!

nZ~r 5a!
5S ni~r 50!

ni~r 5a! D
Z

.

In the COMPASS plasmas such neoclassical effects are
achieved but modest accumulations of impurities9,34 in the
core have been observed during periods of improved c
finement. These are illustrated by the temporal intensity
the w line from ClXVI as indicated in Fig. 28. Dividing the
intensity byne

2 gives the fractional impurity concentration
i.e., the concentration as a fraction ofne . Accumulation is
then an increase in the fractional impurity concentration,
suming the source strength remains constant. In Fig. 28,
cumulation~32! of the Cl ion impurity concentration~up-
per! is indicated during periods of enhanced partic
confinement characterized by reduced edge recycling
low Balmer-a activity ~lower!. Corrections9 to the w line
intensity have been made to account for the small'5% elec-
tron temperature rise during theH-mode periods.

Fluid rotation of fuel and impurity ion species is of som
consequence in the construct of the radial and toroidal fo
balance on the species. The radial impurity pressure, for
ample, may be written as¹PZ5eZnZ(Er1V3B). Compo-
nents of the poloidal and toroidal velocities,Vu,f can have
very different magnitudes, however. The velocity of impur
ions driven toroidally by neutral beams as in JET can
proach 106 ms21 and the rotation is immediately obvious a

FIG. 28. Time history of thew line intensity of ClXVI in COMPASS-D No.
13460 showing accumulation~32! of Cl ion impurity concentration~top!
during periods of enhanced particle confinement characterized by red
edge recycling and low Balmer-a activity ~bottom!.
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2406 Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 74, No. 4, April 2003 Barnsley et al.
shown in Fig. 23. The poloidal velocity is usually much les
Vu<104 ms21 and places a higher requirement on the inst
ment resolution. Differential rotation at different plasma ra
is relevant to the magneto hydrodynamic stability of Tok
maks. In general, fluid shear will stabilize the growth of i
stabilities. One example is the growth of island formation
the q52 rational surface as a result of neoclassical tear
modes driven by saw-teeth instabilities at theq51 surface.
Figure 29 illustrates an attempt to compare core rotation
rived from centroid shifts of ClXVI lines throughout a
COMPASS-D discharge, including anH-mode period when
the rotation increases in the ion drift~negative! direction,
with the Doppler shifts of near visible BIV lines near th
plasma edge. The enhanced confinementH-mode period is
defined as much by maximum fluid rotation as by quiesc
H-a activity. In order to detect rotational shear between

FIG. 29. Toroidal rotation~upper! derived from centroid shifts of core
Cl XVI lines throughout COMPASS-D discharge No. 12570 and includ
H-mode period when the rotation increases in the ion drift~negative! direc-
tion. The rotation is normalized at 180 ms to rotation measured from D
pler shifts of near visible BIV lines near the plasma edge. The enhan
confinementH mode is defined by the quiescent period ofH-a activity.
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jacent rational surfaces of course, shifts in the centroids
x-ray lines from nearly adjacent impurity ion charge sta
would have to be measured.

A quite different application of the one- and two- ele
tron spectra in Tokamaks has been the study of atomic st
ture. These ions are capable of preciseab initio
calculations,21,56 including relativistic and quantum electro
dynamics corrections to high order inZ, see, e.g., Mohr21

and Drake56 for H- and He-like ions respectively. A compar
son between theory and experiment in H-like highZ ions is
given by Briand.57 Precision crystal measurements of Lya1,2

for Cl XVII at an accuracy approaching the 10 ppm level h
been reported by Ka¨llne et al.25 using the ALCATOR Toka-
mak. An alternative approach, recently followed by Tarb
and Silver58 using the present spectrometer to study Ti211, is
to use an EBIT source to generate H-like ion emission w
low mass motion and thermal broadening. So far in th
experiments, no systematic discrepancy between the m
sophisticated theory and data, from the Tokamak and E
experiments, has been established.

A somewhat related observation8,25,59 is the Lya1,2 in-
tensity orb ratio which, in Tokamaks, is generally observe
to exceed slightly the statistical ratio of 0.5. ForZ;16 or 17
as in these studies, it would appear that collisional and
ellite effects contribute about equally to the departure ob
from 0.5. At higherZ.20, blending with theM1 decay of
the 2s 2S1/2 excited state is expected to make a significa
apparent increase inb.

In terms of atomic structure studies the EBIT sour
finds the most important role due to its controllable be
energy. This is particularly applicable to the study of doub
excited states populated predominately by the process o
electronic recombination

e1Xz1~1s2!→X~z21!1~1s,nl,n9l 9!

→X~z21!1~1s,n8l 8,n9l 9!1hn.

The dielectronic process is state selective and is resona
the incident electron energy, the free electron energy requ

-
d

-

d

FIG. 30. ~Color! Dielectronic excita-
tion as a function of EBIT beam en
ergy showing the 1s22p– 1s2p2 tran-
sitions excited around 2.24 keV an
the 1s22s– 1s2s2p transitions around
2.21 keV.
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being equal to the energy of the doubly excited state ab
the ground state energy of the He-like ion. If the electr
beam energy is set below the threshold for exciting th
transitions, no lines are observed. The beam energy ha
coincide with a dielectronic resonance. As indicated
experiments35 with the Oxford EBIT on the satellites to th
n52 resonance lines of ArXVII , Fig. 30, the 1s2p2 states,
corresponding to thej andk lines, are excited with the beam
energy set at 2.24 keV, while at slightly lower~230 eV!
energy, the 1s2s2p states, corresponding to ther andq lines,
are excited. These latter 1s22s– 1s2s2p transitions are the
same,~Fig. 27! as observed above a threshold of 3.114 k
by direct impact excitation from the Li-like ion ground sta
but here excited dielectronically. The smearing of the sa
lites along the energy scale is due to the spread'20 eV in
the beam energy.

Finally, in order to emphasize the range of plasma
rameters amenable to diagnosis by the spectrometer, w
call the measurements8 on bandwidth, Sec. II D, using th
laser-produced plasmas generated by the Rutherford Ap
ton Laboratory VULCAN laser. These experiments using t
gets with ‘‘marker’’ layers were performed in order to deriv
localized electron densities from Stark broadened line p
files and from the density sensitive line intensity ratios of
Al XI dielectronic satellites to the AlXII 1s2– 1s2p reso-
nance line at 0.7757 nm, Fig. 31. For this observation
crystal jig and film holder were mounted to an optical ben
inside the laser target chamber. The target in this case w
solid 1 mm diam Al target. The spectrum was recorded
film from a single laser pulse~7 J, 20 ps,l5520 nm), using
a PET~002! (2d50.8742 nm) crystal at a radius of 300 mm
In this spectrum, the line profiles are mainly Lorentzian d
to Stark broadening, and the forbidden linez, present in the
Tokamak spectrum, is absent due to collisional de-excita
at high density.

FIG. 31. Laser-produced plasma spectrum of 1s2– 1s2p transitions in AlXII

and associated satellites. Notation due to Gabriel~Ref. 42!.
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V. DISCUSSION

The form of construction and compact nature of this
strument have enabled high quality results to be obtai
from a wide range of highly ionized laboratory sources. T
incorporation of an x-ray CCD detector with several pr
grammable operating modes has greatly increased the
ability of the instrument for a large variety of both high-flu
and low-flux experiments.
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